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(54) IMAGING UNIT AND COMPONENT MOUNTING MACHINE

(57) An imaging unit of the disclosure includes: a
camera; a holding member configured to hold an imaging
target object to be imaged by the camera; a light irradi-
ation device configured to irradiate lights of different
wavelengths from multiple light sources towards the im-
aging target object held by the holding member; and a
control device configured to obtain a proper resolving
power value for a light or lights of one or more light sourc-
es selected from the multiple light sources for use for
imaging, irradiate the light or lights of the one or more
light sources so selected onto the imaging target object
to image the imaging target object using the camera, and
make use of the proper resolving power value in process-
ing an image obtained from the camera.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This description discloses an imaging unit and a component mounting machine.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, as a component mounting machine, there has been known a component mounting machine
in which two types of lighting devices, which are configured to emit lights of different wavelengths, and a camera, which
is configured to image an imaging target object irradiated by the lighting devices, are provided on a loading base, so
that contrast values are calculated based on the different wavelengths, and focusing positions of visible lights of wave-
lengths, corresponding to the calculated contrast values, are obtained based on contrast curve characteristics which
have been obtained in advance individually for the different wavelengths.

Patent Literature

[0003] Patent Literature 1: JP-A-2010-232548

Summary of the Invention

Technical Problem

[0004] Incidentally, in the component mounting machine, in imaging the imaging target object irradiated by the two
types of lighting devices configured to emit the lights of different wavelengths, although focal distances are the same,
distances from an optical axis may differ from time to time due to an effect of chromatic aberration of magnification.
Patent Literature 1 does not take the effect of chromatic aberration of magnification into consideration.
[0005] The disclosure has been made in view of the problem described above, and a main object thereof is to obtain
highly accurate information from a captured image of an imaging target object by suppressing the effect of chromatic
aberration.

Solution to Problem

[0006] According to one aspect of the disclosure, there is provided an imaging unit including: a camera; a holding
member configured to hold an imaging target object to be imaged by the camera; a light irradiation device configured
to irradiate lights of different wavelengths from multiple light sources towards the imaging target object held by the holding
member; and a control device configured to obtain a proper resolving power value for a light or lights of one or more
light sources selected from the multiple light sources for use for imaging, irradiate the light or lights of the one or more
light sources so selected onto the imaging target object to image the imaging target object using the camera, and make
use of the proper resolving power value in processing an image obtained from the camera.
[0007] In this imaging unit, the one or more light sources selected from the multiple light sources that emit the lights
of difference wavelengths are used for imaging, and the proper resolving power value for the light or lights of the one
or more light sources so selected is obtained. Then, the light or lights of the one or more light sources so selected are
irradiated onto the imaging target object held by the holding member to image the imaging target object by a camera,
and the proper resolving power value that has been previously obtained is used for processing an image obtained from
the camera. The proper resolving power values differ in the light or lights of the one or more light sources selected from
the multiple light sources that emit lights of different wavelengths (that is, differ in wavelengths of colors of irradiating
lights) due to the effect of chromatic aberration of magnification. In this imaging unit, in processing the image obtained
from the camera, the image is processed by making use of the proper resolving power value for the wavelength of the
color of the irradiating light that irradiates the imaging target object. Therefore, the effect of chromatic aberration of
magnification can be suppressed when processing the captured image of the imaging target object.
[0008] According to another aspect of the disclosure, there is provided an imaging unit including: a camera; a holding
member configured to hold an imaging target object; a distance adjusting device configured to adjust a distance between
the camera and the holding member; a light irradiation device configured to irradiate lights of different wavelengths from
multiple light sources towards the imaging target object held by the holding member; and a control device configured to
obtain a proper value for the distance for a light or lights of one or more light sources selected from the multiple light
sources for use for imaging based on an image forming point on an optical axis which changes according to a longitudinal
chromatic aberration and control the distance adjusting device so that the actual distance becomes the proper value for
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the distance.
[0009] In this imaging unit, the one or more light sources selected from the multiple light sources that emit the lights
of different wavelengths are used for capturing an image. Further, the proper value for the distance between the camera
and the holding member is obtained for the light or lights of the one or more light sources based on the image forming
point on the optical axis which changes according to the longitudinal chromatic aberration. Then, distance control is
performed so that the actual distance between the camera and the holding member becomes the proper value. Thereafter,
the imaging target object is imaged by the camera. That is, the distance between the camera and the holding member
for imaging the imaging target object is set at the proper value in consideration of the effect of the longitudinal chromatic
aberration. Therefore, the effect of the longitudinal chromatic aberration can be suppressed when processing the captured
image of the imaging target object.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0010]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of component mounting machine 10.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a schematic explanatory diagram of the configuration of part camera 40.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a configuration relating to a control of component mounting machine 10.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a component mounting process routine.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a flowchart of a component imaging process routine.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram of a longitudinal chromatic aberration.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram of a chromatic aberration of magnification.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a schematic explanatory diagram of the configuration of off-line imaging machine 90.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is an explanatory diagram of an image captured by irradiating component Pa with red light.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is an explanatory diagram of an image captured by irradiating component Pa with blue light.

Description of Embodiment

[0011] Hereinafter, referring to drawings, a preferred embodiment of an image processing method and an image
processing device according to the disclosure will be described. Fig. 1 is a perspective view of component mounting
machine 10, Fig. 2 is a schematic explanatory diagram of the configuration of part camera 40, and Fig. 3 is a block
diagram showing a configuration relating to a control of component mounting machine 10. In the embodiment, a left-
right direction (an X-axis), a front-rear direction (a Y-axis), and a vertical direction (a Z-axis) are defined as shown in Fig. 1.
[0012] Component mounting machine 10 includes a loading base 12, mounting machine main body 14 installed on
loading base 12, and reel unit 70 as a component supply device mounted on mounting machine main body 14.
[0013] mounting machine main body 14 is installed on loading base 12 in such a manner as to be exchanged for
another. Mounting machine main body 14 includes board conveyance device 18, head 24, nozzle 37, part camera 40,
and control device 60.
[0014] Board conveyance device 18 is a device for conveying and holding board 16. Board conveyance device 18
includes support plates 20, 20 and conveyor belts 22, 22 (only one of them is shown in Fig. 1). Support plates 20, 20
are members extending in a left-right direction and are provided apart from each other in a front-rear direction in Fig. 1.
Each of conveyor belts 22, 22 is laid out to extend around a driving wheel and a driven wheel provided at a left end and
a right end of a corresponding one of support plates 20, 20 endlessly. Board 16 is rested on upper surfaces of pair of
conveyor belts 22, 22 and is conveyed from left to right. Board 16 can be supported by multiple support pins 23 from a
rear surface side thereof. As a result, board conveyance device 18 also functions as a board supporting device.
[0015] Head 24 is attached to a front face of X-axis slider 26. X-axis slider 26 is attached to a front face of Y-axis slider
30. Y-axis slider 30 is slidably attached to pair of left and right guide rails 32, 32 extending in the front-rear direction.
Pair of upper and lower guide rails 28, 28, which extend in the left-right direction, are provided on the front face of Y-
axis slider 30. X-axis slider 26 is slidably attached to guide rails 28, 28. Head 24 moves in the left-right direction as X-
axis slider 26 moves in the left-right direction and moves in the front-rear direction as Y-axis slider 30 moves in the front-
rear direction. Incidentally, sliders 26, 30 are driven by drive motors 26a, 30a (see Fig. 3), respectively. Additionally,
head 24 also incorporates Z-axis motor 34 and adjusts a height of nozzle 37 attached to ball screw 35 extending along
the Z-axis using Z-axis motor 34. Further, head 24 incorporates Q-axis motor 36 (see FIG. 3) for rotating nozzle 37
around an axis thereof.
[0016] Nozzle 37 is a member for picking up a component with a nozzle tip and holding the component at the nozzle
tip through suction and releasing the component held at the nozzle tip through suction from the held state. A pressure
can be supplied to nozzle 37 from a pressure supply source, not shown, and nozzle 37 picks up a component through
suction, for example, when a negative pressure is supplied thereto and releases the component picked up through
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suction when the supply of the negative pressure thereto is stopped or a positive pressure is supplied thereto. Nozzle
37 protrudes downwards from a bottom surface of a main body of head 24. Additionally, a height of the component held
with nozzle 37 through suction is adjusted by raising and lowering nozzle 37 along the Z-axis direction using Z-axis
motor 34. An orientation of the component held with nozzle 37 through suction is adjusted by nozzle 37 being rotated
accordingly by Q-axis motor 36.
[0017] Part camera 40 is disposed ahead of support plate 20 situated at a front side of board conveyance device 18.
Part camera 40 has an imaging range situated above part camera 40 and images a component held by nozzle 37 from
below, generating a captured image of the component. Part camera 40 includes irradiating section 41 and imaging
section 49, as shown in Fig. 2.
[0018] Irradiating section 41 irradiates light onto an imaging target component. Irradiating section 41 includes housing
42, connecting section 43, incident light source 44, half-silvered mirror 46, and multi-stage light source 47. Housing 42
is a bowl-shaped member having an upper surface and a lower surface (a bottom surface) which are each opened into
an octagonal shape. In housing 42, an opening in the upper surface is greater than an opening in the lower surface, and
an interior space has a shape which tends to expand wider as it extends from the lower surface towards the upper
surface. Connecting section 43 is a cylindrical member which connects housing 42 with imaging section 49. Incident
light source 44 has multiple LEDs 45. Half-silvered mirror 46 reflects horizontal light emitted from LEDs 45 of incident
light source 44 upwardly. Half-silvered mirror 46 transmits light coming from above towards imaging section 49. Multi-
stage light source 47 includes upper-stage light source 47a, middle-stage light source 47b, and lower-stage light source
47c. Upper-stage light source 47a has multiple LEDs 48a, middle-stage light source 47b has multiple LEDs 48b, and
lower-stage light source 47c has multiple LEDs 48c. LEDs 48a to 48c all emit light in inclined directions from optical axis
49a. In inclination angles of LEDs 48a to 48c from optical axis 49a, the inclination angle of LEDs 48a is the greatest,
and LEDs 48a emit light almost in a horizontal direction. Additionally, the inclination angle of LEDs 48c is the smallest.
Upper-stage light source 47a emits light almost in the horizontal direction and hence is referred to as a laterally light
emitting light source, and middle-stage light source 47b emits light obliquely upwards and is hence referred to as an
obliquely light emitting light source. In this embodiment, LEDs 48a of upper-stage light source 47a are blue LEDs, and
LEDs 48b of middle-stage light source 47b, LEDs 48c of lower-stage light source 47c, and LEDs 45 of incident light
source 44 are red LEDs.
[0019] Imaging section 49 generates a captured image of a component based on light it receives. Imaging section 49
includes an optical system made up, for example, of a lens and the like and an imaging device (for example, CCD),
which are not shown. Light, which is emitted from incident light source 44 and multi-stage light source 47 and is then
reflected by an imaging target component, passes through half-silvered mirror 46 to reach imaging section 49, whereupon
imaging section 49 receives this light to generate a captured image of the imaging target component.
[0020] Reel unit 70 includes multiple reels 72 and is detachably mounted on a front side of mounting machine main
body 14. A tape is wound around each reel 72. Multiple holding recessed sections are provided on a surface of the tape
along a longitudinal direction of the tape. A component is held in each holding recessed section. Components held in
these holding recessed sections are protected by a film which covers the surface of the tape. The tape is unwound
towards the rear from the reel, and the film is removed from the tape at feeder section 74, whereby the components are
exposed for pickup. The exposed components are then picked up by nozzle 37. The operation of reel unit 70 is controlled
by feeder controller 76 (refer to Fig. 3).
[0021] As shown in Fig. 3, control device 60 includes CPU 61, storage section 63 (ROM, RAM, HDD, and the like),
input and output interface 65, and the like, which are then connected to one another via bus 66. Control device 60 outputs
drive signals to board conveyance device 18, drive motor 26a for X-axis slider 26, drive motor 30a for Y-axis slider 30,
Z-axis motor34, Q-axis motor 36, part camera 40, and a pressure supply source, not shown, for nozzle 37. A captured
image is inputted into control device 60 from part camera 40. Controller device 60 is connected with feeder controller
76 of reel unit 70 for communication. Although not shown, a position sensor is fitted on each of sliders 26, 30, and control
device 60 controls respective drive motors 26a, 30a of sliders 26, 30 while receiving positional information inputted
thereinto from the position sensors.
[0022] Next, the operation of component mounting machine 10 for a component mounting process will be described.
CPU 61 of control device 60 controls various sections of component mounting machine 10 based on a production job
received from a management computer, not shown, to fabricate boards 16 on which multiple components are mounted.
The production job is information dictating which components are mounted on board 16 in which order and the number
of boards 16 on which components are mounted in component mounting machine 10. Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a component
mounting process routine. Firstly, CPU61 causes nozzle 37 to pick up a component through suction (S100). Specifically,
CPU61 controls the sections involved, causing nozzle 37 to face a component fed out to a predetermined component
supply position by reel unit 70 and supplies a negative pressure to nozzle 37 so that the component now situated in the
component supply position is picked up through suction by nozzle 37. Following this, CPU61 then executes a component
imaging process (S200). Specifically, CPU61 moves the component, which is picked up by and held with nozzle 37
through suction, to an imaging range defined above part camera 40, causing part camera 40 to image the component.
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Details of this component imaging process will be described later. Following this, CPU61 identifies a position of the
component with respect to the center of nozzle 37 from an image of the component so obtained (S300). Following this,
CPU61 mounts the component picked up by and held with nozzle 37 through suction onto board 16 (S400). Specifically,
CPU61 controls the sections involved while taking the position of the component with respect to the center of nozzle 37
into consideration so that the component is disposed directly above a designated position on board 16 and then supply
a positive pressure to nozzle 37, causing nozzle 37 to release the component held thereto in the position. CPU61
repeatedly executes the component mounting process to thereby mount predetermined numbers and types of compo-
nents on board 16.
[0023] Next, a subroutine of the component imaging process in S200 described above will be described. Fig. 5 is a
flowchart of a component imaging process. Firstly, a chromatic aberration will be described before describing the sub-
routine. There are two types of chromatic aberrations, which are a longitudinal chromatic aberration and a chromatic
aberration of magnification. The longitudinal chromatic aberration means a phenomenon in which lights which are parallel
to an optical axis form corresponding images at different image forming points on the optical axis due to different refractive
indexes resulting from different wavelengths. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 6, blue light forms an image at a point nearer
to a lens while red light forms an image at a point farther from the lens on an optical axis. On the other hand, the chromatic
aberration of magnification means a phenomenon in which lights incident obliquely on an optical axis form corresponding
images in different positions on an image plane, whereby a color deviation tends to occur more at a radially outer
circumferential portion of the image. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 7, although focal distances of blue light and red light
are the same, focal points thereof are situated at different points on the image plane from a center line of a lens. The
effect of the chromatic aberrations can be solved by a lens design; however, in this embodiment, the effect of the
chromatic aberrations is configured to be solved not by the lens design but by adjusting a height of a captured image of
each emitting light or switching resolving powers for image processing by a calibration measurement, as will be described
later.
[0024] A table (Table 1) is stored in advance in storage section 63, the table representing a correlation between emitting
lights and proper imaging height values. An image forming point on the optical axis can be calculated in a lens designing
stage based on a lens used in imaging section 49 and a wavelength of an emitting light irradiated from irradiating section
41. As a result, a proper imaging height value for a specific emitting light can be obtained in advance. In this embodiment,
red light, blue light, or a combination of red light and blue light is used as emitting light. An imaging height of a component
is any height from an upper end face of part camera 40 to a distal end face of nozzle 37, and a proper imaging height
value for the blue light is set at H1, a proper imaging height value for the red light is set at H2, and a proper imaging
height value for the combination of red light and blue light is set at H3 (H2>H3>H1). An emitting condition for using the
blue light as the emitting light is to emit only blue LEDs 48a, an emitting condition for using the red light as the emitting
light is to emit only red LEDs 45, 48b, 48c, and an emitting condition for using both the blue light and the red light as the
emitting light is to emit all LEDs 45, 48a to 48c together.

[0025] When starting the component imaging process shown in Fig. 5, CPU 61 firstly reads out and acquires the
emitting light corresponding to a component picked up by and held with the nozzle through suction from a table (refer
to Table 2) stored in storage section 63, the table representing a correlation between components and the emitting lights
(S210).

[0026] This table summarizes the results of setting in advance the emitting lights for individual components using off-

[Table 1]

EMITTING LIGHT PROPER IMAGING HEIGHT VALUE

BLUE LIGHT H1

RED LIGHT H2

BLUE LIGHT AND RED LIGHT H3

[Table 2]

COMPONENT EMITTING LIGHT

COMPONENT Pa BLUE LIGHT

COMPONENT Pb RED LIGHT

COMPONENT Pc BLUE LIGHT AND RED LIGHT
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line imaging machine 90 shown in Fig.8. Off-line imaging machine 90 is such that test camera 140, which is the same
camera as part camera 40, is attached to stand 92 in such a manner that an imaging range thereof is directed downwards
and component resting plate 94 is provided below test camera 140 in such a manner as to move upwards or downwards
towards or from test camera 140. The emitting lights are set individually for components for use in a production job using
off-line imaging machine 90. Specifically, at first, one component is placed on component resting plate 94, and the
component is imaged sequentially by light of three colors, that is, the blue light, the red light, and both the blue light and
the red light. At this time, a distance between an upper surface of component resting plate 94 and a lower end face of
test camera 140 is made to coincide with the proper imaging height values corresponding the emitting lights (refer to
Table 1). A predetermined image processing program by the computer is performed on obtained images to determine
whether an image processing error occurs in the obtained images, and if no image processing error occurs in the specific
emitting light used, the specific emitting light is stored in association with the relevant component in storage section 63.
If an image processing error occurs in all the emitting lights, the proper emitting light, which eventually causes no image
processing error, for the component is found out by changing set values for the image processing program. Instead of
identifying the presence of an image processing error by the computer, a visual inspection for the presence of an image
processing error by the operator may be adopted.
[0027] For example, component Pa is a BGA package in which multiple ball terminals are formed into a lattice con-
figuration and copper wiring patterns are formed on a lower surface of a main body thereof. In imaging the ball terminals
of component Pa, when the ball terminals are irradiated with the red light for imaging, not only the ball terminals but also
the wiring patterns are captured, resulting in the occurrence of an image processing error (refer to Fig. 9). However,
imaging component Pa by irradiating it with the blue light can avoid capturing the wiring patterns together with the ball
terminals, which turns out avoiding the occurrence of image processing error (Fig. 10). Thus, the blue light is set for
component Pa as the proper irradiating light therefor. When imaging the ball terminals of the BAG package like component
Pa, the blue light is desirably irradiated only from the laterally light emitting light source. Annular bright rings denote the
ball terminals in Figs. 9 and 10. Component Pb is an LGA package (with no copper wiring pattern) in which planar
electrodes are embedded in a bottom surface of a main body thereof, and the red light is set as the emitting light for
component Pb. Component Pc is a small out line package (SOP) in which multiple leads are formed on both side surfaces
of a main body thereof, and both the blue light and the red light are set as the emitting light for component Pc.
[0028] Next, CPU61 acquires the proper imaging height value for the emitting light acquired this time (S220). Specif-
ically, CPU61 reads out and acquires the proper value for the imaging height corresponding to the emitting light acquired
this time from the table (refer to Table 1) stored in storage section 63, the table representing the correspondence
relationship between the emitting lights and the proper values for the imaging heights of the components.
[0029] Subsequently, CPU61 controls the Z-axis motor so that the imaging height coincides with the proper value for
the imaging height acquired this time (S230) and images the component using part camera 40 while causing the irradiating
section to emit the component with the emitting light acquired this time (S240). An image captured by part camera 40
is stored in storage section 63. Since the image is such as to be captured at the imaging height which coincides with
the proper value for the imaging height corresponding to the emitting light used, the effect of the longitudinal chromatic
aberration is suppressed, resulting in a clear image. Thus, the position of the component with respect to the center of
nozzle 37 can be obtained with high accuracy by processing the clear image.
[0030] Next will be described a method for setting a resolving power proper value for image processing performed
when CPU 61 identifies the position of the component with respect to the center of nozzle 37 in S300 described above.
Firstly, CPU 61 executes a calibration for correcting the chromatic aberration of magnification. CPU 61 executes this
calibration using off-line imaging machine 90 described above. For example, the operator rests a resolving power
measuring sheet on component resting plate 94. Two measuring points are provided on the resolving power measuring
sheet, and a distance between the two points is known. The resolving power measuring sheet is irradiated by any one
of the three emitting lights, and the resolving power measuring sheet so irradiated is imaged by test camera 140, whereby
a distance between the two measuring points on an image obtained then is calculated. A total number of pixels between
the two points is known in advance. As a result, a resolving power proper value for the emitting light irradiated onto the
resolving power measuring sheet is obtained by dividing the calculated distance between the two points by the total
number of pixels. In executing the calibration, the distance between the upper surface of the component resting plate
94 and the lower end face of test camera 140 is made to coincide with the proper value for the imaging height for the
relevant emitting light (refer to Table 1).
[0031] Table 3 shows an example of resolving power proper values for the emitting lights obtained by executing the
calibration described above. Table 3 is stored in storage section 63 as a table representing a correspondence relationship
between the emitting lights and corresponding resolving power proper values. In image processing an image of a
component imaged by part camera 40 of component mounting machine 10, CPU61 of control device 60 uses a resolving
power proper value corresponding to the emitting light used to emit the component for capturing an image of the com-
ponent. CPU61 identifies a position of the component with respect to the center of nozzles 37 from the captured image
of the component in S300. The position of the center of nozzle 37 in the image is known. Theoretically, the center of
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nozzle 37 ought to coincide with a predetermined pickup position of a component (normally, the center of a component).
However, due to a deviation of the supply position of a component, the component is picked up with the center of nozzle
37 deviating from the predetermined pickup position of the component. CPU61 recognizes a deviation amount between
the predetermined pickup position of the component and the center of nozzle 37 in S300. Then, taking the recognized
deviation amount into consideration, CPU61 causes drive motors 26a, 30a to dispose the component directly above the
designated position on board 16. Here, the resolving power of the image captured by part camera 40 differs depending
upon the emitting light used. Specifically, an actual distance corresponding to one pixel differs depending upon the
emitting light used. As a result, CPU 61 controls drive motors 26a, 30a by converting the deviation amount of the
predetermined pickup position of the component from the center of nozzle 37, which CPU 61 recognizes in S300, into
an actual distance by use of the proper resolving power value corresponding to the used irradiating light shown in Table
3. Therefore, in S400, CPU61 can mount the component on the board by using a highly accurate deviation amount
correction value in which the effect of chromatic aberration of magnification is suppressed.

[0032] Hereafter will be described a correlation between the constituent elements of the embodiment and constituent
elements of an imaging unit according to the disclosure. Imaging section 49 of the embodiment corresponds to an
imaging unit of the disclosure, nozzle 37 to a holding member, irradiating section 41 to a light irradiation device, and
control device 60 to a control device. Further, Z-axis motor 34 and ball screw 35 correspond to a distance adjusting
device, and the imaging height to a distance between the camera and the holding member.
[0033] In the embodiment that has been described heretofore, one or more light sources selected from the multiple
light sources configured to emit lights of difference wavelengths (upper stage light source 47a, middle stage light source
47b, lower stage light source 47c, and incident light source 44) are used for imaging a component, and the proper
resolving power value is obtained which corresponds to the light or lights of the one or more light sources selected for
imaging. Then, the light or lights of the one or more light sources so selected are irradiated onto the component held to
nozzle 37 to image the component using imaging section 49, and the proper resolving power value obtained previously
is used for processing an image obtained from imaging section 49. The proper resolving power values differ depending
upon the light or lights of the one or more light sources selected from the multiple light sources that emit the lights of
different wavelengths (that is, the wavelengths of the emitting lights used) due to the effect of chromatic aberration of
magnification. In this embodiment, in processing the image of the component obtained from imaging section 49, the
image is processed by making use of the proper resolving power value corresponding to the wavelength of the emitting
light used to emit the component. Therefore, the effect of the chromatic aberration of magnification can be suppressed
when processing the captured image of the component.
[0034] In addition, CPU61 reads out the proper resolving power value for the emitting light used for imaging the
component from storage section 63 and makes use of the proper resolving power value so read out for processing the
captured image of the component. Therefore, the proper resolving power value does not have to be obtained each time
by performing the calibration measurement or the like.
[0035] Further, the imaging height is made to become the proper imaging height value obtained based on the image
forming point on the optical axis which changes according to the longitudinal chromatic aberration before imaging the
component held with nozzle 37 through suction using imaging section 49 of part camera 40. As a result, the effect of
the longitudinal chromatic aberration can also be suppressed when processing the captured image of the component.
[0036] Furthermore, since the proper imaging height value is read out from storage section 63, so that the actual
imaging height is caused to become the proper imaging height value, the proper imaging height value does not have to
be obtained each time by performing the calibration measurement or the like.
[0037] The present invention is not limited in any way to the embodiment that has been described heretofore, and
needless to say, the invention can be carried out in various forms without departing from the technical scope of the
invention.
[0038] For example, in the embodiment described above, the three types of light such as the blue light, the red light,
and the combination of the blue light and the red light are described as being used as the emitting lights: however, the
disclosure is not particularly limited thereto, and hence, in place of or in addition to these emitting lights, other emitting
lights (for example, green light, UV light, IR light, and the like) may be used.

[Table 3]

EMITTING LIGHT PROPER RESOLVING POWER VALUE [pm/pixel]

BLUE LIGHT 23.05

RED LIGHT 24.05

BLUE LIGHT AND RED LIGHT 24.00
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[0039] In the embodiment described above, the resolving power measuring sheet is used to measure a resolving
power; however, the disclosure is not particularly limited thereto, and hence, a resolving power may be obtained by
using, for example, a sheet or an instrument on which dots are aligned at constant intervals and measuring a length of
the interval on an captured image.
[0040] In the embodiment described above, part camera 40 is described as being the constituent element of the
imaging unit of the disclosure; however, the disclosure is not particularly limited thereto, and hence, any type of camera
may be used, as long as the camera includes a multicolor irradiating device in which no countermeasure against chromatic
aberration is provided on a lens side.
[0041] In the embodiment described above, nozzle 37 is described as being the holding member of the imaging unit
of the disclosure; however, the disclosure is not particularly limited thereto, and hence, for example, a mechanical chuck
or an electromagnet may be used as the holding member.
[0042] In the embodiment described above, reel unit 70 is described as being the component supply device; however,
the disclosure is not particularly limited thereto, and hence, for example, a tray unit may be adopted. The tray unit being
configured to supply components rested on a tray.
[0043] In the embodiment described above, the imaging height is described as being any height from the upper end
face of part camera 40 and the distal end face of nozzle 37; however the disclosure is not particularly limited thereto,
and hence, the upper end face of imaging section 49 may be used in place of the upper end face of part camera 40, or
a lower surface of a component picked up by and held with nozzle 37 through suction may be used in place of the distal
end face of nozzle 37.
[0044] The imaging unit of the disclosure or another imaging unit of the disclosure may be configured as follows.
[0045] The imaging unit according to the disclosure may adopt a configuration in which the imaging unit includes a
storage device configured to store a relationship between the one or more light sources selected from the multiple light
sources and the proper resolving power value, and, in making use of the proper resolving power value, the control device
reads out the proper resolving power value for the one or more light sources selected from the multiple light sources for
use for imaging from the storage device for use. As a result, the proper resolving power value for the emitting light used
for imaging does not have to be obtained each time by performing the calibration measurement or the like.
[0046] The imaging unit according to the disclosure may adopt a configuration in which the imaging unit includes a
distance adjusting device configured to adjust a distance between the camera and the holding member, and the control
device obtains a proper value for the distance for the light or lights of the one or more light sources selected from the
multiple light sources for use for imaging based on an image forming point on an optical axis which changes according
to a longitudinal chromatic aberration, controls the distance adjusting device so that the actual distance becomes the
proper value for the distance, thereafter, irradiates the light or lights of the selected one or more light sources onto the
imaging target object held by the holding member to image the imaging target object using the camera, and makes use
of the proper resolving power value in processing an image obtained from the camera. As a result, since the distance
between the camera and the holding member is made to become the proper distance value obtained based on the image
forming point on the optical axis which changes according to the longitudinal chromatic aberration before the imaging
target object is imaged by the camera, the effect of the longitudinal chromatic aberration can be suppressed when
processing the captured image of the imaging target object.
[0047] Another imaging unit according to the disclosure may adopt a configuration in which the imaging unit includes
a storage device configured to store a relationship between the one or more light sources selected from the multiple
light sources and the proper value for the distance, and the control device reads out the proper value for the distance
for the light or lights of the one or more light sources selected from the multiple light sources for use for imaging from
the storage device and controls the distance adjusting device so that the actual distance becomes the proper value for
the distance. As a result, the proper value for the distance for the light or lights of the one or more light sources for use
for imaging does not have to be obtained each time by performing the calibration measurement or the like, the distance
being defined between the camera and the holding member.
[0048] In either of the imaging units according to the disclosure described above, the multiple light sources may be
configured to include at least the blue light source and the red light source. For example, with the wiring patterns for the
ball terminal components being formed of copper, although the wiring patterns are also captured in the captured image
together with the ball terminals when the ball terminals are imaged while being irradiated by the red light source, capturing
the wiring patterns in the captured image can be suppressed when the ball terminals are imaged while being irradiated
by the blue light source. On the other hand, in the case of a component including terminals embedded in a plane thereof
and having no wiring pattern, the embedded terminals are preferably imaged while being irradiated by the red light source.
[0049] The component mounting machine of the disclosure includes either of the imaging units described above. In
the component mounting machine, for example, the component supplied to the component supply position is picked up
and held by the holding member, the component is then carried to the component mounting position, and the component
is released from the holding member which has held it until then, whereby the component is eventually mounted in the
component mounting position. In this case, the component constitutes the imaging target object. Since the component
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mounting machine according to the disclosure includes either of the imaging units described above, an advantageous
effect can be obtained which is similar to that obtained with either of the imaging units described above.

Industrial applicability

[0050] The present invention can be applied to an industry involving the operation of imaging a component held by a
holding member.

Reference Signs List

[0051] 10 Component mounting machine, 12 Loading base, 14 Mounting machine main body, 16 Board, 18 Board
conveyance device, 20 Support plate, 22 Conveyor belt, 23 Support pin, 24 Head, 26 X-axis slider, 26a Drive motor, 28
Guide rail, 30 Y-axis slider, 30a Drive motor, 32 Guide rail, 34 Z-axis motor, 35 Ball screw, 36 Q-axis motor, 37 Nozzle,
40 Part camera, 41 Irradiating section, 42 Housing, 43 Connecting section, 44 Incident light source, 45 LED, 46 Half-
silvered mirror, 47 Multistage light source, 47a Upper stage light source, 47b Middle stage light source,47c Lower stage
light source, 48a∼48c LED, 49 Imaging section, 49a Optical axis, 60 Control device, 61 CPU, 63 Storage section, 65
Input and output interface, 66 Bus, 70 Reel unit, 72 Reel, 74 Feeder section, 76 Feeder controller, 90 Off-line imaging
machine, 92 Stand, 94 Component resting plate, 140 Test camera.

Claims

1. An imaging unit comprising:

a camera;
a holding member configured to hold an imaging target object to be imaged by the camera;
a light irradiation device configured to irradiate lights of different wavelengths from multiple light sources towards
the imaging target object held by the holding member; and
a control device configured to obtain a proper resolving power value for a light or lights of one or more light
sources selected from the multiple light sources for use for imaging, irradiate the light or lights of the one or
more light sources so selected onto the imaging target object to image the imaging target object by the camera,
and make use of the proper resolving power value in processing an image obtained from the camera.

2. The imaging unit according to claim 1, comprising:

a storage device configured to store relationships between the one or more light sources selected from the
multiple light sources and the proper resolving power value,
wherein in making use of the proper resolving power value, the control device reads out the proper resolving
power value for the one or more light sources selected from the multiple light sources for use for imaging from
the storage device for use.

3. The imaging unit according to claim 1 or 2, comprising:

a distance adjusting device configured to adjust a distance between the camera and the holding member,
wherein the control device obtains a proper value for the distance for the light or lights of the one or more light
sources selected from the multiple light sources for use for imaging based on an image forming point on an
optical axis which changes according to a longitudinal chromatic aberration, controls the distance adjusting
device so that the actual distance becomes the proper value for the distance, thereafter, irradiates the light or
lights of the selected one or more light sources onto the imaging target object held by the holding member to
image the imaging target object using the camera, and makes use of the proper resolving power value in
processing an image obtained from the camera.

4. An imaging unit comprising:

a camera;
a holding member configured to hold an imaging target object;
a distance adjusting device configured to adjust a distance between the camera and the holding member;
a light irradiation device configured to irradiate lights of different wavelengths from multiple light sources towards
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the imaging target object held by the holding member; and
a control device configured to obtain a proper value for the distance for a light or lights of one or more light
sources selected from the multiple light sources for use for imaging based on an image forming point on an
optical axis which changes according to a longitudinal chromatic aberration and control the distance adjusting
device so that the actual distance becomes the proper value for the distance.

5. The imaging unit according to claim 4, comprising:

a storage device configured to store a relationship between the one or more light sources selected from the
multiple light sources and the proper value or values for the distance, wherein
the control device reads out the proper value for the light or lights of the one or more light sources selected
from the multiple light sources for use for imaging from the storage device and controls the distance adjusting
device so that the actual distance becomes the proper value for the distance.

6. The imaging unit according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the multiple light sources comprises at least a blue light source and a red light source.

7. A component mounting machine comprising the imaging unit according to any one of claims 1 to 6.
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